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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 

The concept of a quasi-uniformity on a set X was first introduced 

in 1950 by L. Nachbin in [27] and fifteen years later W. J. Pervin 

showed that each topological space has a compatible quasi-uniformity, 

called the Pervin quasi-uniformity [30]. The collection of all quasi- 

uniformities compatible with a given topological space may be divided 

into quasi-proximity classes. Each quasi-proximity class has exactly 

one totally bounded member and this totally bounded member is contained 

in every other member of the given quasi-proximity class. Thus with each 

totally bounded quasi-uniformity that is compatible with a given topolo- 

gical space there is a uniquely determined quasi-proximity class; in 

particular the Pervin quasi-uniformity is totally bounded and the 

corresponding Pervin quasi-proximity class contains many of the most 

studied quasi-uniformities, 

In Chapter II we give three characterizations of those covering quasi- 

uniformities that are members of the Pervin quasi-proximity class. These 

characterizations are of use throughout, but one of them is of particular 

importance in establishing the main result of Chapter II, that if 

(X, 1) is a locally compact Hausdorff space and Wis a compatible covering 

quasi-uniformity that is a member of the Pervin quasi-proximity class, 

then (X,U) has a Hausdorff completion. In [33], R. Stoltenberg proved 

that every quasi-uniform space has a completion; however J. Carlson and 

T. Hicks {4] have given an example of a compatible quasi-uniformity U 

kor a locally compact metric space (X,T) such that (X,u) does not have 

a Hausdorff completion. In that example, it is not difficult to show



that Uuis a transitive quasi-uniformity. It follows from our results 

that U cannot be a member of the Pervin quasi-proximity class and that 

fact may also be verified directly. 

In Chapter III, we investigate some of the local properties of 

quasi-uniform spaces. Local completeness, local precompactness, and local 

total boundedness are introduced. We show that a topological space 

(X,7) is locally (countably) compact if and only if the fine transitive 

(upper semi-continuous) quasi-uniformity for (X,T) is locally precompact. 

We note that if (X,71) is a topological space and Wis a member of the 

Pervin quasi-proximity class, then yis (weakly) locally symmetric if 

and only if (X,7T) is (RD regular. We also give an example of acompletely 

normal quasi-uniform space that is not weakly locally symmet ric. Product 

theorems for locally complete and locally precompact quasi-uniform spaces 

are obtained. 

Chapter IV is concerned with function spaces of quasi-uniform spaces, 

and local symmetry plays an important role throughout this study. We 

extend the concept of equicontinuity and uniform convergence to function 

spaces of quasi-uniform spaces and obtain several generalizations of 

classical results in uniform spaces. For example, we extend the classical 

theorem that uniform convergence of a sequence of continuous functions 

implies the continuity of the limit function. In this chapter we also 

discuss an analogue of the Banach fixed-point theorem for the quasi- 

uniform spaces, 

A well-known sufficient condition that a group of homeomorphisms, 

G, from a topological space X onto itself be a topological group relative



to the topology of pointwise convergence is that X be uniformizable and 

G be equicontinuous. In Chapter V we show that if Wis a weakly locally 

symmetric quasi-uniformity compatible with an Ro topological space X and 

G is a subgroup of H(X) that is quasi-equicontinuous with respect to WU, 

then G is a topological group under the topology of pointwise convergence. 

In [16] R. Fuller defines a semi-uniformity and shows that every group 

of homeomorphisms which satisfies a condition of equicontinuity relative 

to a semi-uniformity (called semi-equicontinuity) is a topological group 

under the topology of pointwise convergence. We show that a semi- 

uniformity can be generated from a locally symmetric quasi-uniformity 

in such a way that if F is a quasi-uniformly equicontinuous family of 

functions, then F is also semi-equicontinuous relative to the semi- 

uniformity generated from U. From this result it follows that if G is 

a group of homeomorphisms of a space (X,7) and G is quasi-equicontinuous 

relative to a locally symmetric quasi-uniformity U such that + cmp 

then G is a topological group under the topology of pointwise convergence 

with respect to 7. The main result of this chapter, Theorem 5.4, 

generalizes the classical result that an equicontinuous group of homeo- 

morphisms is a topological group under the point-open topology in that 

Theorem 5.4 is applicable to R, spaces whereas the classical result only 

obtains in uniformizable (i.e. completely regular) spaces. 

In the appendix we give an example of an R, space that is not regular 

whose homeomorphism group under the point-open topology contains, for 

co 

each positive prime p, an isomorphic copy of de Indeed these Zoe =1 "p, 

subgroups may be considered as topological vector spaces over Z. This 
P



example shows that the homeomorphism group of an Ro space that is not 

regular may possess interesting quasi-equicontinuous subgroups. Our 

last example shows that the homeomorphism group of a compact metrizable 

Space may have a subgroup that is equicontinuous relative to a locally 

symmetric quasi-uniformity that is not a uniformity.
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P(X) 

NOTATIONS 

Let X be a set. Then A= [(x,x): x €X}. 

Let C be an open cover of a topological space (X,T). 

Then a© = nic €C: x EC}. 
x 

Let C be an open cover of a topological space (X,7). 

Then Un = U{{x} x AY | x €X}. 

Let X be a set, and A,B subsets of X X X. Then Ao B= 

Li(x,y): there exists z € X such that (x,z) € B and 

(2,y) € A. 

Let X be a set, and VC X X XK. Then vo = yal o Vv. 

Let. X be a set. Then P(X) in the collection of all subsets 

of X, 

Let (X, 7) be a topological space. Then P is the Pervin 

quasi-uniformity on X. 

The homeomorphism group of a topological space (X,7). 

Let (and VY be quasi-uniformities or a set X. Then Uv ¥ 

is the smallest quasi-uniformity that contains both WU and Y.



CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 1.1: A quasi-uniformity on a set X is a filter U on 
  

X X X such that 

i) each member of U contains the diagonal A of X xX, 

ii) for each U € Uthere is V € U such that V° VCU. 

r XX . gs 
Theorem 1.2 [26, p. 10, Theorem 1.10]: If Sc 2 satisfies 

i) ACS, for each § € 8 

ii) for each S € S, there exists aT €SwithToTcs, 

then S is a subbase for a quasi-uniformity. 

Theorem 1.3 [26, p. 7, Theorem 1.3]: Let § be a family of subsets 

of X xX X such that 

i) ACB, for each B E § 

ii) for B,,B l € §, there exists B € 6 such that B., cB q Bos 
2 3 

iii) for each B € §, there exists an A € $6 such that Ao ACB, 

Then there exists a unique quasi-uniformity WU on X for which @§ is 

a basis. Uis said to be generated by 8, and may be defined as the 

family 

{U | U> B for some B € By.



Definition 1.4: If Wis a quasi-uniformity on X, then ut = 

~l 
{U : U € Ut} is also a quasi-uniformity on X and is called the 

conjugate quasi-uniformity on X. 

Definition 1.5: Let X be a set; let W be a quasi-uniformity on X. 

Then 1, u = {A © X : for each a € A, there exists U € U such that U(a) cA} 

is called quasi-uniform topology for X induced by U. In fact tr, is a 
U 

topology for X. 

Definition 1.6: Let (X,7T) be a topological space; let Y be a quasi- 

  

uniformity on X, Then Wis a compatible quasi-uniformity provided that 

T# Te 
u 

Theorem 1.7 [13, Lemma 1]: Let Ube a quasi-uniformity for a set X, 

if x €X and U €U, then x is a member of ,,- interior of U(x). 
U 

Theorem 1.8 (30, Theorem 1}: Let (X,7) be a topological space. 
RN ere aN a SO 

For each A € 7, let S$, = (A x A) U(K- A) RX and S= {8,2 A ET}. 

Then § is a subbase for a compatible quasi-uniformity on X, 

The quasi-uniformity defined in Theorem 1.8 is called Pervin quasi- 

uniformity and is denoted by P. 

The following discussion of construction of quasi-uniformities 

appears in | 14}. 

Covering quasi-~uniformities. A Q-cover of a topological space 

(X,7) is an open cover C of X such that if x € XK, then at € + [32].



Let gq be a collection of Q-covers of a topological space (X, Tt) such that 

if x €A € 7, then there is C € @ such that AC CA. For each C Ea, 

let Uy = U t{x} x NG : x €X} and let S= {U Céq}. Then Sis a 
C 

transitive subbase for a compatible quasi-uniformity uy for (X, 7) 

[11, Theorem 1]. The quasi-uniformity uM is called the covering quasi- 

uniformity for (X,7) with respect to q~. If qis, respectively, the 

collection of all (Q-covers, point finite open covers, locally finite 

open covers, finite open covers) then Uy is the fine transitive, point 

finite covering, locally finite covering, Pervin quasi-uniformity for 

(X,7). Since every transitive quasi-uniformity is a covering quasi- 

uniformity [11, Theorem 2], the fine transitive quasi-uniformity is, as 

the name suggests, the finest compatible transitive quasi-uniformity for 

a given topological space (X,r). It is shown in [37] that Pervin quasi- 

uniformity is the same as the quasi-uniformity first defined by A. Csdszar 

in [5]. Moreover the quasi-uniformity defined by R. Nielsen andC, Sloyer 

in [29] is also the Pervin quasi-uniformity. 

Upper semi-continuous quasi-uniformities. Let (X,7) be a topological 

space and let F be a collection of upper semi-continuous functions which 

contains the collection of all characteristic functions on closed sets, 

For each tf € F and each e 70, let Veg e) = {(x,y) €X xX: tly)-fx)se}. 
>



Then 6 = LU ce 6)! f €F, ¢ 7 0} is a subbase for a compatible quasi- 

uniformity Ue for (X,7) [2, Theorem 1]. If U is the collection of all 

upper semi~continuous functions, then Uy is called the upper semi- 

continuous quasi-uniformity and is denoted by USC. It is clear that in 
  

general the subbase § for USC need not be a transitive subbase. Never- 

theless it is known that USC is a covering quasi-uniformity [14, Theorem 

2.1). 

Definition 1.9 [31]: By a quasi-proximity on a set E we will mean 
  

a relation § between the family of subsets of E satisfying the following 

axioms: 

[Pp. 1} (A,¢) € 6 and (6.4) @ 6 for each ACE. 

[P. 2] (C{x}, {xD € 6 for every x €E. 

[P. 3} (C,A UB) € 6 if and only if (C,A) € 6 or (C,B) € § 

and (A U B,C) € 6 if and only if (A,C) € 6 or (B,C) € 6. 

[P. 4] if (A,B) ¢ 8, then there exist two disjoint sets U and 

V such that (A,E-U) € 6 and (E-V,B) € 4. 

In the following, will be used to denote the set X XX - (A XB). "(A,B) 

A process is now introduced which produces a quasi-proximity on X 

for a given quasi~uniformity on XK. Let U be a quasi-uniformity on X 

and deFine a relation on P(X) by: (A,B) € 4 if and only if Yea) dl. 

The relation 6 is denoted by § u"
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Theorem 1.10 [25, p. 22, Theorem 9]: If Uis a quasi-uniformity, 

then oy is a quasi-proximity. 

The quasi~proximity topology induced by 6,, will be denoted by T 
u ou 

Theorem 1,11 [25, p. 22, Theorem 10]: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform 

Space. Then Ty =F ° 

oy 

As in the theory of proximity spaces, in general for a given quasi- 

proximity §, there may be many quasi-uniformities |, such that by = §. 

The collection of all such U's is called the quasi-proximity class of 6 

and is denoted by 5(6). Let (X,71) be a topological space. Then 56 

will denote the quasi-proximity induced by the Pervin quasi-uniformity 

and ZC 5) will be called the Pervin quasi-proximity class. 

Let (X,Uu) be a quasi-uniform space. Then Q, (uw) will denote the set 

of all bounded quasi-uniformly upper semi-continuous functions from (X,U). 

Theorem 1,12 [25, p.27, Corollary 3]: Each quasi-proximity class 

contains a unique totally bounded member, and it is the coarsest element 

in the given quasi-proximity class. 

Let U denote the totally bounded quasi-uniformity of 2C6,))- 

Theorem 1.13 [20, Corollary 2]: Let (%,u) be a quasi-uniform space. 

Phen {U e 7 0 and f € Qp(U)} is a subbase for ur. 
(¢e,£)-



ll 

Theorem 1.14 [20, Corollary 1]: If U, and Wy are quasi-uniformities 

on X, then Uy and UU, are in the same quasi-proximity class if and only 

  

Definition 1.15 [7]: A topological space X is R, (also called 

essentially T,) provided that for x,y €X either {xX} = {y} or 

{K} ni} =o. 

Definition 1.16: A base for a quasi-uniformity Yona set X is 
  

transitive provided that for each B €8,B° B= B. A quasi-uniformity 

with a transitive base is called a transitive quasi-uniformity. 

Definition 1.17: Let (X,UW) and (Y,V) be quasi-uniform spaces, 
  

and suppose that f : (X,U) - (Y,V). Then f is (U-Y) quasi-uniformly 

continuous if for each V € ¥ there exists U € WU such that if (x,y) €U, 

then (f(x),f(y)) € V.



CHAPTER IT 

COMPLETIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE PERVIN QUASI-PROXIMITY CLASS 
  

Although R. Stoltenberg [33] has shown that every quasi-uniform 

space has a completion, J. Carlson and T. Hicks [3] have given an example 

of a compatible quasi-uniformity UW for a locally compact Hausdorff 

space (X,7T) such that (X,U) does not have a Hausdorff completion. In 

that example, it is not difficult to show that Yis a transitive quasi- 

uniformity and hence a covering quasi-uniformity. 

In this chapter we characterize the quasi-uniformities which are 

members of =C 5,5) and use this characterization to show that if (X,7) 

is a locally compact Hausdorff space and U € 25) » then (X,U) has a 

Hausdorff completion. In particular if Wis the Pervin (point finite, 

locally finite, fine transitive) quasi-uniformity of a locally compact 

Hausforff space (X,7) and U’ is the Pervin (point finite, locally finite, 

fine transitive) quasi~uniformity of a Hausdorff compactification 

(x,t) of (X,7), then (X*,uU*) is a completion of (X,uU). 

Definition 2.1 [12]: Let (X,7) be a topological space and let 

A € 7 A fundamental cover of X about A is an open cover C of X such 
  

that A € Co and if B EC such that AB # ¢ then A cB.
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Definition 2.2 [12]: Let (X,71) be a topological space and let g 

be a collection of Q-covers of X such that for each A € 1, q contains 

a fundamental cover of X about A. Then WU is a fundamental covering 
a   

quasi-uniformity for (X, 1). 

Definition 2.3: A collection $8 of Q-covers of a topological space 

(X,T) is said to have property S if for any B € B and any G € 7, the 

cover B U {G} is a member of §. 

Definition 2.4: A covering quasi-uniformity which is generated by 

a collection of Q-covers with property S will be called an S-covering 

quasi-uniformity. 

Let M(X) denote the collection of all bounded real valued lower 

semi-continuous functions on a topological space (X,T). 

Theorem 2,5 [29, Proposition 1.1]: Let (X,7) be a topological space. 

The collection UW of sets Uee,£) * L(x,y): £(x) - ¢ < £(y)} for ¢ 70 
3 

and f € M(X) is a subbase for a compatible quasi-uniformity for (X,7). 

Remark: W. Hunsaker and W. Lindgren [19, Theorem 2] have shown that 

the above collection YW is a subbase for the Pervin quasi-uniformity, 

Theorem 2.6 [12, Theorem 4]: Let (X,7) be a topological space and 

let be a fundamental covering quasi-uniformity for (X,7T). Then Pc y.
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Theorem 2.7: Let (X,7T) be a topological space and let Y be a 

covering quasi-uniformity on X. Then the following statements are 

equivalent. 

i) PCU. 

ii) Uis an S-covering quasi-uniformity. 

iii) Uis a member of (55) . 

iv) tis a fundamental covering quasi-uniformity. 

Proof: i = ii: Let Y be a covering quasi-uniformity such that 

fPcuU. Let gq be a collection of Q-covers such that U= U [1l1l, Theorems 
a 

Ll and 2}, Let v be the collection of all finite open covers of X, 

and let = Ua. We note that WY =U VU. Since PCUb p= ¥ YU y Y y 

19, Lemma 1] Us = Wo Let B' = {C U {A}: C € Band A € tT}. We will 

show that Ws = Yee Let C € B, let A € t and let C' = CU {A}. By 

hypothesis Ue and Ura x} € Wy which implies that Ue NU ry x} € Uae 

F I - KX, UA 7 = cS . or each x € X, ( C f Cra xp Bats) ieee Wes) Thus 

Up fu cU,, and consequently U.,€ WU. Finally since U CULL: 
C C Cc a Of {A,X} B 

we conclude that U= U 
Bt 

ii > i: Let $8 be a collectionof Q-covers of X with property S and 

Let gq be the collection of all Einite opencovers of X. Let C €p and let
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C' €qa. Let C' = CUC'T. Then C'€E §. Since, for each x EX, 

EU... Finally by [9, Lemma 1] Van Os) C Ua), You © Ua so that Ver b 

Pou. = U 
6 

ii > iii: It is sufficient to show that P € 2C4) Let U* be 

the totally bounded member of C6)» Since us is generated by Q, CW) 

and has a subbase generated by the collection of all bounded upper 

semi-continuous functions, U“ CP. Thus Q,(U*) — Q2(P). By hypothesis 

PC Uso that Q,.(P) <Q,(U) = Q, (Ui). Therefore Q,(P) = Q,(U*) and 

consequently P € mC 3.) [Theorem 1.14]. 

iii > iv: Let U € XC 8) « Let q be a collection of Q-covers of X 

such that Uy = . Let 6 be the collection of all finite open covers of 

X. Let a = aU 6S. Since PE 2 5) and ? is totally bounded, PcuU 

[Theorem 1.12], Therefore Ue U and consequently Wis a fundamental 

covering quasi-uniformity on X. 

iv »~ i: Theorem 2.6. 

Corollary 2.8: Let (X,71) be a topological space and let WU be the 

fine transitive (point finite covering, locally finite covering, upper 

semi-continuous) quasi-uniformity on X, Then u € uC do) «
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Definition 2.9: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space and ¢ a 

Filter on X. Then # is Y-Cauchy if for every U € WU there exists 

x €X such that U(x) € #, 

  

Definition 2.10: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is complete if 

every U-Cauchy filter converges. 

Definition 2,11: Two quasi-uniform spaces (X,U) and (Y,¥V) are 
  

said to be quasi-uniformly isomorphic relative to WU and Y if there 
  

exists a one-to-one mapping £ of X onto yY such that both f and gol 

are quasi-uniformly continuous, 

Definition 2.12: A completion of a quasi-uniform space (X,W) is   

a complete quasi-uniform space (Y,V) such that X is quasi-uniformly 

isomorphic (relative to U and Y) to a dense subset of Y. 

Remark: Let (X,71) be a compact topological space and let \ be 

a compatible quasi-uniformity for (X,T). Then U is complete [26, 

Theorem 4.16]. 

Theorem 2.13: Let (X,1) be a locally compact Hausdorff topclogical 

space and let U be a covering guasi-uniformity on X such that YWErcd 
Pp 

iet (X*,7") be a Hausdorff compactification of (X,7). There is a
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covering quasi-uniformity U~ on X* such that U* € EC bese) and such that 

cx ul) is a T, completion of (X,W). 
2 

Proof: Let (X* | a) be a Hausdorff compactification of (X,1) 

and £ : X ~ X* be a homeomorphism of X onto a dense subspace of x, 

Let q= {F : B cr, Fis finite and X* - £(X) CCU #\. Since 

UE 2C G5) » U is generated by a collection of Q-covers § such that p 

has property S. For each C € gp let f(C) = {£(@) : Cc €C}. For each 

C € p and each ® € aw let C¥ = £(C) UF and let §* = {c* : C € @ and 

# € ay Let Uv =u Let # €a, let C € p and let Ux be the Br" C 

corresponding entourage in U*. The open cover C' = {X 1 6 (c%) 

c* €C*} is a member of — Let x,y € X such that (x,y) € Ware Then 

ate 
"n 

= 1) ie t¢c*) : CY €C* and f(x) €C*}. Hence E(y) € Bec) and 
eC! 
heel 

y €£A 
x 

CEC, £EGyY)) € Vows Similarly we can show that gt is quasi-uniformly 

continuous, Hence we conclude that X is quasi-uniformly isomorphic 

(relative to U and U" |£¢x)) to a dense subspace of X*, namely £(X). 

Corollary 2.14: Let (X,71) be a locally compact Hausdorff space. 

Let U be the fine transitive (point finite covering, locally finite 

covering, Pervin, upper semi-continuous) quasi-uniformity on X. Let
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(x* 7") be a Hausdorff compactification of (X,1). Then there is a 

T, completion (xu) of (X,U) such that ue € XC bax) « 

Theorem 2.15: Let (X,7) be a locally compact Hausdorff space. 

Let YW be the fine transitive (point finite covering, locally finite 

covering, Pervin) quasi-uniformity on X. Let (X* a) be a Hausdorff 

compactification of (X,7) and let u* be the fine transitive (point 

Finite covering, locally finite covering, Pervin) quasi-uniformity on 

Xx*. Then (x*,uU*) is aT, completion of (X,W). 
2 

Proof: Let (X,1) be a locally compact Hausdorff topological space 

aud let U be the fine transitive (point finite covering, locally finite 

covering, Pervin) quasi-uniformity on X, Let (x |) be a Hausdorff 

compactification of (X,71) and U* be the fine transitive (point finite 

covering, locally finite covering, Pervin) quasi-uniformity on X*. Let 

f : X + X* be a homeomorphism of X onto a dense subspace of xX". Let a 

and g* be the collection of all Q-covers (point finite covers, locally 

finite covers, finite covers) of X and x* respectively. Let c* be any 

member of a and Uae be the corresponding entourage in u‘. Then 

C= £7 b¢c*) : C* € c*} is a member of q. Let x,y € X such that (x,y) € 

. Cc c* . Ups Then y € AY and f(y) € BE Cx)" Hence (f(x),f(y)) € Uae
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Now let C € qw and U., be the subbasic entourage in WU. Then the 
C 

collection C* = {£(C y3:C € Cc} is a Q-cover (point finite cover, 

locally finite cover, finite cover) of £(X). Since (x™ |g) is compact 

and Hausdorff, we can find a finite collection ¥ of open sets in v* 

: * wk * . 
such that ® is a cover of X° - £(X). Thus C™" = C" U is a member 

of a. Let Uae be the corresponding entourage in us. Let z,w € £(X) 

KI 
such that (z,w) eu, .e Clearly cet ),6 h@)) € Ua: Thus we conclude 

that X is quasi-uniformly isomorphic (relative to \Y and uw’ \£(X)) to 

ale 

a dense subspace of X”. 

Proposition 2,16: Let (X,71) be a locally compact Hausdorff space 
  

and let 4 be the fine transitive quasi-uniformity on X. Let (X”, 7) 

be an n point compactification of (X,1) and let (X" UY) be the completion 

of (%,W) given in Theorem 2.13. Then Uo is the fine transitive quasi- 

uniformity of xX*. 

We have shown that if (X,1) is locally compact Hausdorff topological 

space and UW is a covering quasi-uniformity on X such that WY does not 

have a Tt, completion, then YU cannot be a member of X(6 ?- 

1 

Example 2.17 [4, Example 2]: Let N denote the set of natural 

numbers. Let us {(%,y) 1: x = y or x 2n}, p= worn EN}, and tet
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lu denote the quasi-uniformity on N generated by the base §. Then 

(N,U) is a locally compact Hausdorff quasi-uniform space that has no 

Hausdorff completion [4, Example 2]. It is not difficult to see that 

uUis a transitive quasi-uniformity and hence a covering quasi-uniformity 

[11, Theorem 2] and it may be verified directly that wu ¢ (65) -



CHAPTER III 

LOCAL PROPERTIES OF QUASIT-UNIFORM SPACES 
  

In this chapter we study some local properties of quasi-uniformi- 

ties. Local completeness, local precompactness, and local total bounded- 

ness are introduced, We show that a topological space (X,7) is locally 

(countably) compact if and only if the fine transitive (upper semi- 

continuous) quasi-uniformity for (X,7) is locally precompact. These 

results are natural analogues of [14, Corollary 4.9] and [| 2, Theorem 

3.3] respectively. Local symmetry and weak local symmetry were first 

studied in [26]. We note here that if (X,7) is a topological space 

and U € oC S,5)5 then Y is (weakly) locally symmetric if and only if 

(X, 7) is (R,) regular, We give an example of a weakly locally symmetric 

quasi-uniform space (X,W) such that Ty is compact and metrizable, 

although Y is neither a uniformity nor a member of ZC 5)» We also give 

an example of guasi~uniform space which is completely normal and Ths 

(and hence Rods but which is not weakly locally symmetric. 

Definition 3.1: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is precompact if and 

only if for each U € WY there is a finite subset A of X such that U(A) =X, 

Definition 3.2: A quasi-uniformity on a set X is totally bounded 

if and only if for each U € WY there exists a finite collection [As Vey 

21
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of subsets of X such that, 

i) A, XA, CU, 1<isn 
L L 

Definition 3.3: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space and let S CX, 

Then UjS = {U NS x S :U €U}is called the trace of Won Ss. IFU EU 

then U[S =U NS XS. 

Theorem 3.4 [2.6]: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space and let 

5 < X. Then the trace u|s of Uon S is a quasi-uniformity on S and the 

topology for S induced by uls is equivalent to the subspace topology fors. 

Definition 3,5: <A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is locally complete, 
  

(locally totally bounded, locally precompact) if for each x € X, there 

exists a closed neighborhood C of x such that (Cc, Ulc) is complete, 

(totally bounded, precompact). 

Lemma 3.6: Let (X,Y) be a precompact uniform space and let C be 

any subset of X. Then (C,U|C) is precompact. 

Proposition 3.7: A uniform space (X,U) is locally compact if and 

only if it is locally complete and locally precompact.
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Proposition 3.8: A topological space (X,1) is locally compact 
  

if and only if every compatible quasi-uniformity U on X is locally 

complete. 

Proof: Let (X, 1) be a topological space such that every compatible 

quasi-uniformity Won X is locally complete. Let x € X and let WU 

be the Pervin quasi-~uniformity on X, Let C C X and x €C such that 

(C, UC) is complete. We know that (C,u\Cc) is totally bounded and hence 

precompact [26], Thus (Cc, uc) is compact. It is clear that if (X, 1) 

is locally compact then every compatible quasi-uniformity on X is locally 

complete, 

Theorem 3,9 [26]: Let A be a nonempty set, and for each q@ € A, 

let. (eu ) be a quasi-uniform space. Let X = MX: a € A}. For 
a 

each qg € A, let J] : X - X be the projection mapping. For each 
a re 

=U; let U = f(x XxX: UL €uy let Ue = [Ouy) €X xX: UL Oo, Ny) € UL} and 

S = Ua > aw € A and un € uy} Then S is a subbase for a quasi-uniformity 

Uoon X, which is compatible with the product topology for X. Further- 

more, for each @ € A, ty is a quasi-uniformly continuous function, 

Theorem 3.10; Let (& ou a € A} be a collection of quasi- o 

vniform spaces, Then the product quasi-uniformity U on X = I xO 
MEA °
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is locally precompact if all RS are locally precompact and at most 

finitely many are not precompact. 

Proof: Let B be a finite subset of A and let U € U such that 

U= T{U : aw € At, where U. € U and U =X XxX~ for each a € A-B. 
a a a a a a 

Let x € X and let B' be a finite subset of A such that for each 

af A, Co is a closed neighborhood of x(q), (CW |e) is precompact 

and C = X_ for each q@g€ A- B'. Then C= [Tf C is a closed neighbor- 
o o oa Ae 

hood of x. It remains to show that (C, uc) is precompact. For each 

) = C.. 5 & B B' let F.. be a finite subset of C. such that U.|C (F peas p ple g(r) =o, p 

Let p €€ and let F = {x €C : x(§) = p(p) for p € A- BMB' and 

x(p) € F. for each 8 €BONB'}. Now let z €C and for each §EBNMB' 

let Wa E Fy, such that z(B) € U_\C,(,)- Define y : A- X by y(§) = Ws 

for each » € B 1 B' and y(®) = p(s) for each 6 € A- BOMB. Clearly 

y & F and z €UIC(y). 

Lemma 3.11 [26, Theorem 4.3]: Let (X,u) and (Y,V) be quasi- 

uniform spaces, and let £ be a quasi-uniformly continuous function 

From X into Y, Let # be a U-Cauchy filter on X. Then £(¥) is a Y- 

Cacehy filter on Y,
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Theorem 3.12: Let (XU) : aw € A} be a collection of quasi- 

uniform spaces. Then the product quasi-uniformity Yon X= IT] xX is 
a 

awe A 

locally complete if all X 's are locally complete and at most finitely 
a 

many are not complete. 

Proof: Suppose that {(X ,U) : w € A} is a collection of quasi- 
— a a 

uniform spaces with the above property. Let x € X and for each aE A 

let C. be a closed neighborhood of x(q) such that (C uileD is complete 

where C = X for all but finitely many g's. Let C= T C ; then Cc 

“ © aeéA @ 

is a closed neighborhood of x. We now show that (C,ulC) is complete. 

Let # be a U|C-Cauchy filter on C, By the preceding lemma, for each 

ve A, UC is a \c ~Cauchy filter on C . Thus for each qg € A, 
a ao! @ a 

there is Yy € Cy such that NC converges to y . Let y €C such that 
a 

yam = yy? Ciearly * converges to y and hence (C,ulc) is complete. 

Corollary 3.13: Let {(X uy) : aw € A} be a collection of quasi- LOOT ary et o 

uniform spaces and let (X,U) be the product quasi-uniform space. Then 

(X,U) is locally compact if all the (Xu) are locally compact and at 

mest finitely many are not compact.
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Definition 3.14: A topological space (X,7T) is locally countably 
  

compact if for each x € KX there exists a closed neighborhood C of x 

such that C is countably compact with respect to the relative topology. 

Theorem 3.15: Let (X,71) be a topological space and let \ be the 

upper semi-continuous quasi-uniformity on X. Then (X,1) is locally 

countably compact if and only if Wis locally precompact. 

Proof: Let x € X and let C c X be the closed neighborhood of x 

such that (C,U|C) is precompact. Let (A, Yen be a countable open 

cover of C and for each i let G, € + such that A; = G, ac. Let 

G,= {X - C}.and C = (c,3_9° Then C is a countable open cover of X. 

Define £ : X mR as follows: for each x € X, let f(x) be the least 

nonnegative integer n such that x € GC. €C. Since pte, n+l) = 

n 
J Gi f is upper semi-continuous [2, Theoren 3.3]. Thus for each 

i=o 

67d, we: e) €U. By the hypothesis there exists a finite set 
> 

r= [XpoeeeaX, | cC, such that ee gy IOC) = C. Let w € F with the 

property that £(w) = sup{f(x) : x € F}. Then for all x €C, 

E(x) ~ fw) + €. Let k be the least positive integer such that
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ftw) + ¢€ +k. Clearly the finite subcollection (A, Jey is a cover of 

GC. Thus C is countably compact. 

Now suppose that x € X and that C CX is a countably compact closed 

neighborhood of x. Let To denote the relative topology on C. Let Y be 

the upper semi-continuous quasi-uniformity on (C,1)- Then Y¥ is 

precompact [2, Theorem 3.3]. But for each upper semi-continuous map 

fF: X oR, f\c is upper semi-continuous on C. Thus ulc Cc V; consequently 

(C,ulC) is locally precompact. 

Theorem 3.16 [1, Theorem 7.1]: Let (X,7) be a topological space. 

Then (X, tT) is compact if and only if every open cover that is well 

ordered by set inclusion has a finite subcover. 

Theorem 3.17: Let (X,7T) be a topological space and let WY be the 

fine transitive quasi-uniformity on X. Then (X,7) is locally compact 

if and only if Wis locally precompact. 

Proof: Suppose that (dis locally precompact. Let x € X and let 

C Cc X be a closed neighborhood of x such that (C, uc) is precompact. 

Let {B be a well ordered open cover of C. For each @~ € A, let , 
o ae h 

AY € +t with the property that BY = Ay MC. Furthermore, for each
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a €AletG = AU (X - C). Then C = {Gwen is a cover of X, 

and clearly it is well ordered by set inclusion. Consequently the 

subbasic entourage U, €U. Now let F = {X]2XyaeeeoX | be a finite 

set such that Un lec) = C. For each i l,...,;n, let BY = N{Bo: 

i 

x, € Bt. Then for each i = 1,...,n, Ua [Cex ) = BO. and Un \c(F) = 
1 

n 
UB. Thus by Theorem 3.17 (c, uc) is compact. 

Definition 3.18: A Hausdorff topological space (X,7T) is almost 
  

compact (H closed in the terminology of {21]) provided that if C is     

an Open cover of X, then there exists a subcollection iC, >: lsi sn} 

n w 
of € such that KX = WU C.. 

=] 1 1 

Definition 3.19: A Hausdorff topological space (X,7) is almost   

locally compact provided that for each x € X there exists a closed 
  

neighborhood C of x such that C is almost compact with respect to 

tne relative topology. 

Detinition 3.20 [25]: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is almost 

complete provided that every open Cauchy filter has a cluster point,
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Proposition 3.21: A Hausdorff topological space (X,71) is almost 
  

locally compact if and only if it is almost locally complete with respect 

to every compatible quasi-uniformity on X, 

We now discuss (weak) local symmetry. These concepts play an 

important role in the study of function spaces in Chapters IV and V. 

Definition 3.22 [26]: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is locally 

symmetric provided for each x € X and U € WU there exists a symmetric 

entourage V € & such that V ° V(x) C U(x). 

Definition 3,23: Let (X,71) be a topological space, and let F be 

the collection of all functions from (X, 7) into a quasi-uniform space 

(Y,U). For each x € X and U € yY let W(x,U) = {(£,8) EF XF: (£(x),g(x)) 

€U}, Then the collection p= {W(x,U) : x €X and U € WU} is a subbase 

for the quasi-uniformity U of pointwise convergence on F. 
  

Definition 3,24 [26]: A quasi-uniform space (X,t) is weakly 

docally symmetric provided that for each x € X and U € W there exists 

a symmetric entourage V € W such that V(x) C U(x). 

Proposition 3.25: Let (X,7) be a topological space and let F be 

the collection of all functions from (X, 7) into a (weakly) locally
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symmetric quasi-uniform space (Y,1!). Then (F,UW) is (weakly) locally 

symmetric, 

Proof: We prove only the result in the case that (Y,U) is locally 

symmetric. Let x €X, U €U, g € F and let W(x,U) be the subbasic 

entourage in WU. By hypothesis there exists a symmetric. entourage 

V € U such that V ° Vi(g(x)) CU(e(x)). We claim that W(x,V) is 

symmetric and that W(x,V) o W(x,V)(g) CWCx,U)(g). Let (f,h) € W(x,V). 

Then (£(x),h(x)) € V. Since V is symmetric, (h(x),f(x)) € V; thus 

(h,f£) € WCx,V). Let h € WCx,V) ©o W(x,V)(g). Then there is k €F 

such that (g,k), (k,h) € W(x,V). Then (g(x),h(x)) € V ° Vy, which 

implies that h(x) € U(g(x)) and consequently that h € W(x,U)(g). 

Definition 3.26 [34]: A quasi-metric space (X,d) is called a 
  

strong quasi-metric space if T > T,. 
d-1 d 

Proposition 3.27: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space. Then is   

weakly locally symmetric if and only if Ty Ctl: 

Proof: Suppose that (X,U) is weakly locally symmetric. Let x €X 

and let U € UW. By hypothesis there exists V € U such that vii 

U(x). Thus + Ctrl: Now suppose that T u u aves a Let x € X and
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let D €u. Let V € WU such that vit ¢x) c U(x) and let W= UV. Then 

w Uwl is a symmetric entourage in U and (WU wety (x) = W(x) uWwt ec 

UCx) U v7 Lex) CUCs). Thus (X,U) is weakly locally symmetric. 

Corollary 3.28: A quasi-metric d on a set X is a strong quasi- 

metric if and only if the associated quasi-uniformity is weakly 

locally symmetric. 

Let (X, 7) be a topological space. It is known that if (X,7) is 

regular (Ro) then the Pervin quasi-uniformity P on X is locally 

symmetric (weakly locally symmetric) [26, Theorems 3.6 and 3.17}. 

Proposition 3.29: Let (X,71) be a regular (R,) topological space 

and let Ue€ HC 5) - Then U is locally symmetric (weakly locally 

syumetric). 

Example 3.30 [12, Example 1]: A compact metrizable space (X, 71) 

with a compatible weakly locally symmetric quasi-uniformity UU on X 

witch is not a uniformity and which is not a member of =C be) 

Construction: Let I be the closed unit interval. For each q 

std that GQ ~ aml let 
2
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vv" AU {(*,y) : x,y #0,1 and Ix-y| < a} 

U {0} x fy:1l-y <qand y #1}U ty:y <q and y # 0}. 

Let § = {V -: 0 <q<1}. Then § is a basis for the desired quasi-~ 
oO 

uniformity U on X. 

Remark: If X is a set and Wis a quasi-uniformity on X with a 

countable base such that Tt. is T u l but not metrizable, then Wis not 

locally symmetric [10, Corollary 1]. Therefore if (X,1) is a quasi- 

metrizable space that is not metrizable, there is a compatible quasi- 

uniformity that is not locally symmetric, It follows from Corollary 

3,28 and [34, Theorem 3.1] that if (X,U) is a weakly locally symmetric 

quasi-uniform space with a countable basis, and (%, 1) is Ty then 

5 Ty) developable, Consequently the Sorgenfrey line is an example of 

a completely normal Ty Space that possesses a compatible quasi- 

. 

uniformity that is not even weakly locally symmetric. 

  

Definition 3.31: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is locally transitive 

pvovided that for each x € X and U € YW there exists a V € YU such that 

Yo Ves V and Vex) CU). 

Having studied the local symmetry, it is natural to try to investi-~ 

gate local transitivity in quasi-uniform spaces. Many of the known 

Guasi~uniformities, however, are transitive and hence locally transitive.
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Proposition 3.32: Let (X,7) be a topological space and let U be 

a compatible uniformity on X such that Wis locally transitive. Then 

(X, 7) is zerodimensional. 

Proof: Let x €X and let U EU. Let V € YU such that Vo V= V 

and V(x) = U(x). Since Wis a uniformity, W= Vf vil eu. Since 

wo W = W, W(x) € + We now show that W(x) is closed. Let (x,y) € 

(Wo W). Then there exists z € X such that (x,z), (2,9) € vow. 

Since (x,z), (z,y) €V, (,y) €V° V=V. Also since (y,z), 

(zsy) EV, (yx) € Vo V = V and (x,y) € v-l. Thus (x,y) evave. 

Consequently Wo W= W. Now let t € X such that t ¢ W(x). Suppose 

that q € W(t) NM W(x). Then (t,q), (x,q) € Wand (x,t) €Wo We= W-- 

contradiction, Thus W(t) (W(x) = ¢, so that W(x) is both open and 

closed. If follows that (X,71) is zerodimensional. 

It is known that every zerodimensional topological space possesses 

a compatible transitive uniformity. Thus we get the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.33: Let (X, 71) be a topological space and let U be a 

compatible uniformity on X such that tis locally transitive. Then 

there exists a compatible uniformity VY on X such that V is transitive.



CHAPTER IV 

LOCAL SYMMETRY AND FUNCTION SPACES 

In this chapter we extend the concepts of equicontinuity and 

uniform convergence to the function spaces of quasi-uniform spaces, 

Almost all of the developments concern the spaces of functions which 

are continuous relative to the topology of the domain space. Local 

symmetry plays an important role in some of our developments. in 

particular we obtain an extension of the classical theorem that uniform 

convergence of a sequence of continuous functions implies the continuity 

of the Lliwit function. 

Proposition 4.1: Let (X,71) be a topological space and let F be 

the family of all functions from (X,7T) into a quasi-uniform space 

(Y,u). For each x €X and U € U let W(x,U) = {(f,g) €F XF 

(E(x), g(x)) EU}. Let Ul = {W(x,U) : x €X and U EU}. Then U' is a 

subbase for a quasi-uniformity on F. 

The quasi-uniformity for which u' is a subbase will be denoted byl. 

Definition 4.2: Let (X,7) be a topological space and let F be 

the family of all functions from (X,7T) into a topological space (Y,T'). 

Let x €X, U € t' and let W(x,U) = {f €F : f(x) EU}. Then p= {W(x,U): 

U € t', x €X} is a subbase for a topology on F, called point open 

topology and is the relativized product topology. 

34
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It is commented on page 68 [26] that the topology of quasi- 

uniform convergence is finer than the point open topology. Actually 

it is not difficult to show that these topologies coincide. For the 

sake of completeness we include a proof. 

Proposition 4.3: Let (X,71) be a topological space and let F be 

the collection of all functions from (X, 1) into a quasi-uniform space 

(Y,U). Then is compatible with the point open topology on F, 

Proof: Let x €X, U € Uand £ € F. Then W(x,U)(£) = {g € F and 

(£(s),8(x)) €U} is a subbasic open set in 7+ which contains f. Clearly, 
me 

U 

the open set Wix,int UCf(x))) in the point open topology contains f and 

is a subset of W(x,U)(£). Nowlet fer, x€xX and A Et such that W(x,A) 

contains £. By hypothesis there exists a U € UW such that U(f(x)) CA. 

Clearly W(x,U)(f) is a subset of W(x,A). 

Definition 4.4: Let F be a collection of maps from a topological 

space (X,tT) into a quasi-uniform space (Y,U) and let x € X. Then F is 

quasi~equicontinuous at x provided that for each V € U there exists a 

neighborhood N of x such that for each f € F, £(N) c V(£(x)). The 

collection is gquasi-eqguicontinuous provided F is quasi-equicontinuous 

atu each x € X.
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Remark: It is an obvious consequence of the above definition that 

i£ F is an quasi-equicontinuous family of functions from a space (X, 1) 

into a quasi-uniform space (Y,U), then for all f € F, f is continuous 

on X, 

Definition 4.5: Let F be a collection of functions from the space 

X imto the space Y and let aw: X x F ~ ¥Y be defined by o(f,x) = f(x). 

A topology t+ for F is said to be jointly continuous if. the map qis 

continuous with respect to T. 

Proposition 4.6: Let (X, 17) be a topological space and let F be 

a collection of quasi-~equicontinuous functions from (X,7) into a quasi- 

uniform space (Y,W). Then the point open topology on F is jointly 

continuous, 

Proof: Let £ € F and let x €X. For any U €U, B(Elx)) is a 

neighborhood of f(x) [Theorem 1.7]. Let V € W such that Vo VCcU. 

By hypothesis there exists a neighborhood N of x such that for all 

£ € F, £(N) C V(f(Cx)). Consider the neighborhoods W(x,V)(f) and Nof 

£ and x respectively. Let z €N and let g €W(x*,V)(f). Then 

(£(x),8(x)), (@(x),8(2)) €V and g(z) EV o V(E(x)) CU(E(x)).
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Definition 4.7 [24]: A saturated topological space is a space in 

which any intersection of open sets is open; or, equivalently, a space 

is saturated provided that each point of the space possesses a minimum 

neighborhood. 

2 Proposition 4,8: Let G be a family of functions from a saturated 

topological space (,7) into a quasi-uniform space (Y,UW) with a jointly 

continuous topology on G, Then G is quasi-equicontinuous on X. 

Proof; Let x €X, let U €U and let N be the minimal neighborhood 

Of x, Since the topology on G is jointly continuous, for each f €G 

there exists a neighborhood W of £ such that for all g € W and all 

y EN, sty) € Uets)). 

Definition 4.9: [28]: Let (X,7) be a topological space, let (Y,W 

. . X ye 
be a quasi-uniform space and for each V € U let W(U) = {(f£,g) : Y xY: 

(f£(x),g(x)) € V for each x €X}. Then {W(WU) : U € U} is a subbase for 

the quasi-uniformity of quasi-uniform convergence on yx, 

Remark: Let (X,7) be a topological space and (Y,U) be a quasi- 

mpiform space, Lent F be a collection of functions from X into Y. Then 

the quasteunitormity Uon F is contained in the quasi-uniformity of 

reasL-unirerm convergence an F,
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Lemma 4.10: Let (X,U) be a locally symmetric quasi-uniform space. 

Let x €X and U € \y Then for each positive integer n there exists 

a symmetric entourage V € U such that v" (x) Cc U(x). 

Proof: Let x €X, U € U and n be a positive integer such that 

n *” 2. By hypothesis there exist symmetric entourages W, W' € UY such 

that Wo W(x) C U(x) and W' o W' (x) C W(x). Let V=WOW'. Then 

Vo V(x) Cc Wx) and Wo (V ° V)(x) CW ° Wx), so that V° WV° V)&j)c 

Woo W(x) C UCxX). By induction it follows that there exists a symmetric 

Z € WU such that Zz (x) c UCK). 

Theorem 4.11: Let F be a family of functions from a topological 

space (X,7) into a locally symmetric quasi-uniform space (Y,U) such 

that F is U-equicontinuous on X, Let g be a map of X into Y such that 

g €cl F with respect to the topology of quasi-uniform convergence on 

FU fg }. Then F U ig} is a U-equicontinucus family. 

Proof: Let g be a map from X into Y such that g €cl F. Let 

x €X and let U € Us. Then there exists a neighborhood N of x such that 

for all € € F, £0N) CUCf(x)). By Lemma 4.10 there exists a symmetric 

entourage V € WU such that V © V ©o V(g(x)) Cc U(e(x)). Let M be a neigh- 

horhood of x such that for each f € F, £(M) Cc V(£Cx)). Consider the
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neighborhoods M 1 N and W(V)(g) of x and g respectively. Let y EMfMN 

and let h € W(V)(g) NF. Then (g(x),h(x)), (e(y),hly)), (hx), h(y) € V. 

Thus (g(x),8(y)) €V° V° V. Hence g(y) €V° Vo V(g(x)) C UCg(x)). 

Remark: As a special case the above result obtains if the range 

is regular and U € ~C6,,) - 

Definition 4.12: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space. A sequence 
  

c 

(x, ) in X is said to be U-Cauchy if for each V € U there exists a 
i=l] 

positive integer n such that for all i 2n, x € V(x_)- 

Definition 4.13: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is said to be 

sequentially complete if every U-Cauchy sequence converges to a point 

in X, 

  

Proposition 4.14: Let (X,U) be a complete quasi-uniform space. 

Then (X,U) is sequentially complete. 

oO 

Proof: Let ix bo be a U-Cauchy sequence in X. For each positive 

. - oO 

integer n let FP = 1x } iien’ Let # be the filter generated by 

F : n is a positive integer}. Clearly # is a U-Cauchy filter. By 

hypothesis there exists a y € X such that # converges to y. Conse- 

auently Cor each U € U, there exists an Fy € ® such that F_CU(y). 
n
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ee 

Therefore for all positive integers i 2n, x, €U(y). Thus ix; iat 

converges to y. 

It is natural to investigate whether the converse of the Theorem 

4.14 holds. 

Next we give an example of a countably compact, first countable 

Hausdorff quasi-uniform space which is sequentially complete but 

not complete. 

Example 4.15: Let (@,W) be the space of all ordinals less than 

the first uncountable ordinal. It is known that (9,W) is a countably 

compact, first countable Hausdorff topological space. Let P be 

the Pervin quasi-uniformity compatible with W. Since W is not compact, 

(§8,") is not a complete quasi-uniform space [26, Theorems 4.11 and 

4.14]. It is known that if A is a countably infinite subset of 6, 

then A has a limit point which is the least element of 6 having 

infinitely many predecessors in A. Now let (x, ey be a (Cauchy 

sequence in @ and let b be the least limit point of the set (x, Jey 

m 

that has infinitely many predecessors in (x; ber: Let < denote the 

well ordering on @ Let S= {[0,q) : a <Q}U{(a,9:a< 9}. Then 

5 is a subbase for W. We shall show that (x, ey converges to b. 

79] 

Assume that {x,}5_) does not converge to b. Thenthere exists a subbasic
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open set B € § containing b such that if n is a positive integer then 

there exists i =n for which x, ¢€B. Let A, = {x : x <b} and let 
i 1 

A, = {x : b <x}. Clearly A 2 N Ay =g. Since (@,W) is Hausdorff, B 
1 

o 

must contain infinitely many elements of x; ber We show next that 

Ay and Ay both must contain infinitely many elements of the sequence 

.t. ,.« Suppose that A, contains only finitely many elements of 
L-i=1 P 2 

oe 

<; bet and that there is § 7 b such that B = {x : x < §}. Then it 

is clear that there exists a positive integer n such that for all 

i2n, x. € B -- a contradiction. Now suppose that there is q € @ 

such that qa <b and that B = {x : ~@ <x}. By hypothesis b is the 

least element of § that has infinitely many predecessors in (x, a 

Thus the set C = {x : x < q} contains only a finite number of elements of 

a 

the sequence {5 Jyets Consequently there exists a positive integer n 

such that for all i 2n, x, € B -- a contradiction, Thus it is clear 

that Ay and A, both contain infinitely many elements of {x, Je: Let 

C= {A, Ay »B }. Then C is a finite open cover of @. Let Ug be the 

corresponding entourage in P. Now it is not difficult to see that if 

+ a s * 2 Aa «* a « 

n is a positive integer then [6 - Uns)! n xX, Lay is infinite. Hence 

. a 

x, Ji oy is not a P-Cauchy sequence -- a contradiction. Consequently
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xi must converge to b. It follows that (8,P) is sequentially 

complete. 

io 2) 

Definition 4.16: A sequence of functions (f,)5. from a topolo- 
  1 

gical space X into a quasi-uniform space (Y,W) is a U-Cauchy sequence 

if for each U € YU there exists a positive integer n (depending on U) 

such that for each x € X and for eachm 2n (£ 0x), £08) € U. 

o 

Definition 4.17: Let (fal be a sequence of functions from a 
  

. wo 

topological space (X,7T) into a quasi-uniform space (Y,UW). Then (Enel 

is said to converge quasi-uniformly if there exists a function g : X~Y, 

such that for each U € WU there exists a positive integer N (depending 

om U) such that for each n 2N and each x € X, (g(x), £ (x) EU. 

Theorem 4.18: Let (£501 be a sequence of functions from a 

topological space X into a Hausdorff sequentially complete quasi- 

ao eo 

uniform space (Y,U) such that (E53) 524 is U-Cauchy. Then (£5) 524 

converges quasi-uniformly. 

Proof: By hypothesis for each x € K, (£,(@)) 54 is a U-Cauchy 

sequence, Let x € X and y € Y Such that limit (£,00)) 51 =y. Define
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os ~ @ oo 
fo: X 7 Y by £€x) = y = limit (£,00))5_4° Clearly (£5) 52) converges 

quasi-uniformly to f. 

oe 

Theorem 4.19: Let (fo nel be a sequence of continuous functions 

from a topological space (X,t) into a locally symmetric quasi-uniform 

a 

Space (Y,U) such that (Enel converges quasi-uniformly to a function 

@:X 7 Y. Then g is continuous. 

Proof: Let x €X and U €U. By Lemma 4.10 there exists a symmetric 

entourage W in U such that Wo W ° W(g(x)) CU(e(x)). Let N be a 

positive integer such that for all n 2N and for each z €X, (g(z), 

i(2)) €W, Let n 2N and let y € £ (WCE (x); then (f(x), £,(y)) EW. 

We also have that (eQy),£ Cy); (g(x), £, (x)) €W so that (g(x),2e(y)) € 

WowWo W. Thus g(y) €W° W° Wig(x)) CU(g(x)). Therefore g is a 

continuous function, 

A well-known result for metric spaces is Banach's fixed-point 

theorem. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of a fixed-point 

theorem for quasi-uniform spaces. It is interesting to note that the 

fixed point theorem of A. Davis [7] can be obtained in terms of quasi- 

uniformities. Since the proof is a translation of A. Davis's argument 

to the setting of quasi-uniform spaces, we state the result without 

prooEk,
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Definition 4.20: Let (X,UW) be a quasi-uniform space and let 
  

x,y € X,. We say x is linked to y if for any V € WU there exists a 

positive integer K such that x € vey). (X,U) is totally linked if 

for all x,y € X, x is linked to y. 

Definition 4.21: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space and let f 

be a function from (X,UW) into itself. Let m,n be positive integers 

such that m 2n. Then £ is said to be (m,n) contractive if there 

exists a basis § of WY such that for all B € gp, fo B CB of. A 

function f is an (m,n) eventual contraction of (X,\) if there is a 
  

positive integer K such that Kis (m,n) contractive. 

Theorem 4.22: Let (X,U) be a sequentially complete, totally 

linked and TS quasi-uniform space. Let f be any (m,n) eventual contrac- 

tion of (X,u). The f has a unique fixed point. 

Proof: By [6, Theorem 2].



CHAPTER V 

QUAST-UNTFORM SPACES AND TOPOLOGICAL HOMEOMORPHISM GROUP 

It is well-known that if G is a subgroup of a homeomorphism group 

H(X) of a topological space X and G is equicontinuous with respect to 

a compatible uniformity for (X,7), then G is a topological group under 

the topology of pointwise convergence. In this chapter we show that 

if Wis a weakly locally symmetric quasi-uniformity compatible with an 

Ry topological space X and G is a subgroup of H(X) which is equicon- 

tinuous with respect to U, then G is a topological group under the 

topology of pointwise convergence. In [16] R. Fuller defines a semi- 

uniformity and shows that every group of homeomorphisms which satisfies 

a condition of equicontinuity relative to a semi-uniformity (called 

semi-equicontinuity) is a topological group under the topology of 

pointwise convergence, We show that a semi-uniformity can be generated 

from a locally syimmetric quasi-uniformity in such a way that if F is a 

dquasi-uniformly equicontinuous family of functions, then F is also 

semi-equicontinuous relative to the semi-uniformity generated from U. 

From this result it follows that if G is a group of homeomorphisms of 

a space (X,7) and G is quasi-equicontinuous relative to a locally 

symmetric quasi-uniformity UW such that tc then G is a topological Ty > 

group under the topology of pointwise convergence with respect to + 

Remark: Tt is known that a topological space is T, if and only if 
1 

it is both t and Ry and that a topological space admits a compatible 
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weakly locally symmetry quasi-uniformity if and only if it is an 

R, space [26, Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 3.6]. 

Note that the point open topology in Definition 4.2 is also called 

the topology of pointwise convergence. 

Theorem 5.1: Let (X,7) be an Ry topological space, let WU be a 

compatible weakly locally symmetric quasi-uniformity on X, and let G 

be a quasi-equicontinuous group of homeomorphisms of X onto X. Let 

-1 1 
I :G-~G be defined by ri h¢e) =f". Then rt :G > G is a continuous 

function with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence. 

Proof: For each x € X define L.. > GoX by 4, (8) =8(x) and define 

e, :G 7 X by 6,(@) =87 1 (x). It is clear that for each x € X, 1, is 

continuous and b, =4,, o tl, Thus in order to show that rl is 

continuous, it suffices to show that for each x € X, e,. is continuous 

[8, p. 101, Theorem 2.2]. Let £ €G, let x € X and let V €U. There 

exists a symmetric U € U such that u(e-lxy) c ve x). Since G is 

an quasi-equicontinuous collection, there exists a neighborhood N of x 

such that for g€G, g(N)CU(g(x)). Let WE U such that W(x) CN. There 

exists a symmetric entourage A € WY such that A(x) C W(x). For each 

g €G, g(A(x)) CU(g(x)). Thus for each g €G, (g7l(y),g-1(x)) €U when- 

ever (x,y) € A. Suppose that g € w(£74(x),A)(£). Then
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(£(£7 1 ¢x)) 2 (£74 («))) € A so that (a7 boxy, £71 (x) €U. Since U is 

-1 
symmetric gtx) € u(e7t¢x)) cV(f (x)). Hence b, is continuous. 

Theorem 5.2: Let (X,71) be a topological space, let Ube a 

compatible quasi-uniformity on KX, and let G be a group of homeomorphisms 

of X onto X which is quasi-equicontinuous with respect to. Then G is a 

topological semigroup under the topology of pointwise convergence, 

Proof: Throughout the proof, if p €X and U € 1, then W(p,U) 

denotes {f €G: £(p) €U}. Let B18 €G and let Xo €X and B € T 

such that W(x, »B) is a neighborhood of 81 ° 85° Then B1°8_ (x,) € B. 

Let y, = 8, ° 8%) and let U € UW such that Uy) cB... Then W(x; 

Uy) is a neighborhood of 8, ° 8B which is contained in W(x, 5B). 

Let V € U such that Vo V CU. Since G is quasi-equicontinuous with re- 

Spect to U, there exists a neighborhood Nof 85 (x) such that for eachg €G, 

g (N) c V(g(8y(x,)))- Let Z € U such that Z(g4(x,)) CN. If g €G and 

x €Z(8)(x,)), then (g(g,(x,)),8(x)) EV. Let C = W(8,(x,),V,)) 

and let D = W(x, ,2(85(*,)))- Then C and D are neighborhoods of 8) and 

g, respectively. Let g €C and let h €D. Then (¥ 28 Gy (x,))) € V and 
bo 

(89 (%,) h(x,)) € 2. Since (g,(x,),h(x,)) € 2, (E(e,(%,)),.8Ch(x))) EV.
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Since (y,8(85(*,))) and (8(8,(x,)),8(h(x,))) EV, (y,8(h(x,))) € 

VovVcu. It follows that g © h(x) € UCy,) cB. 

Theorem 5.3: Let (X,7T) be an R, space, let Ube a compatible 

weakly locally symmetric quasi-uniformity, and let G be a group of 

homeomorphisms of X onto X such that G is quasi-equicontinuous with 

respect to UW. Then G is a topological group under the topology of 

pointwise convergence. 

Corollary 5.4: Let (X,7) be an Ry space, let Uu be a covering 

quasi-uniformity such that is a member of the Pervin quasi-proximity 

class. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of X onto X such that G is 

quasi-equicontinuous with respect to U. Then G is a topological group 

under the topology of pointwise convergence. 

We now discuss the full homeomorphism groups of saturated 

topological spaces. We note that there has been considerable recent 

interest in such spaces. See for example [36], [35], [17] and [18]. 

Lemma 5.5: Let (X,71) be a saturated topological space and let F 

be the collection of all continuous functions from (X,7+1) into a quasi- 

uniform space (Y,UW). Then F is quasi-equicontinuous,
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Theorem 5.6: Let (X,17) be an R, Saturated topological space. 

Then the homeomorphism group H(X) is a topological group under the 

topology of pointwise convergence, 

In [36] it is shown that if G is a finitely generated group, then 

there is a T, saturated topological space X such that H(X) is isomorphic 

to G. In light of Theorem 5.6 it would be interesting to know if the 

above result of [36] also obtains for Ro Saturated spaces. Note that 

it follows from the remarks immediately preceding Theorem 5.1 that 

every R, Ty saturated space is discrete. 
> 

Let I denote the identity element of H(X). 

Definition 5.7 [23, Definition 2.3]: A topological space is a 

weak Galois if for each nonempty set U € +, there is an h € H(X) and 

a point p €U such that h|X - U = I|X - U and h(p) # p. 

Theorem 5.8 [23, Corollary 2.18]: Every weak Galois space is 

strongly locally finite stable, 

Theorem 5.9 [23, Theorem 4.14]: Let (X,7T) be a strongly locally 

finite stable topological space. Then H(X) is nondiscrete under the 

topology of uniform convergence with respect to the coarsest uni- 

formity containing both the locally finite quaSi-uniformity and its 

conjugate.
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Since the topology of pointwise convergence is contained in the 

topology of uniform convergence, it follows from Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 

that if (X,71) is a weak Galois space, then H(X) is nondiscrete under 

the topology of pointwise convergence, 

In Hausdorff spaces it is a simple matter to establish this result 

directly. 

Theorem 5.10: Let (X,71) be a Hausdorff weak Galois space. Then 

H(X) is nondiscrete with respect to the topology of pointwise conver- 

gence. 

Proof: We need only to show that any basic open set containing 

Il is nondegenerate. For each j = 1,...,n, let x EX, let N, ET 

ih 

and let W(x 55N,) be a neighborhood of I. By hypothesis there exists 

j=1 

an open set N of x l such that x @N for all j 71. Let M= NAN 1° 

Since X is a weak Galois space, there exists an h € H(X) such that 

h #T and h|X - M= I\X -M. Clearly for each j 7 1, h(x,) = x, and 

th n 
h(x, ) € Nye Thus h € jet WOx,5N,)- Consequently jet W(x, ,N,) is 

nondegenerate, 

Definition 5.11 [16]: Let Y be a topological space. A collection 

v" of two-element open covers of Y is said to be a semiuniformity for
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for Y if for each point q in Y and each neighborhood V of q there is 

a {VV} in V such that q € V, © V and X - V, is a neighborhood of 
2 

q. 

Remark [16]: One may easily show that a topological space has a 

semi-uniformity if and only if it is regular. 

Definition 5.12 [16]: Let F be a family of functions from a 

topological space X to semi-uniform space (Y,V*). Then F is semi- 

equicontinuous if for each V¥ € Vv there is an open covering A of X 

such that A refines ely) for each f € F, 

In the statement of the following theorem, which is the main result 

of [16], we have taken the liberty of correcting several misprints. 

Theorem 5.13 [16, Theorem 6]: Let (X,71) be a regular space, let 

Y° be a semi-uniformity for X and let G be a group of homeomorphisms 

of X onto X such that G is semi-equicontinuous with respect to Vv. 

Then G is a topological group under the topology of pointwise convergence. 

Theorem 5.14 [15, Theorem 2.2]: Let (X,17) be a topological space 

and let U be a compatible quasi-uniformity for (X,1T). There is a base 

p For WU such that if V € — and x € X, then V(x) € Tt.
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Definition 5.15: Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space. If x €X 
  

and U, € WU such that U, (x) € + and U, € U such that U 1 o U © Us, o ULC) 
2 2 2 

CU, (x) and U, = U5 then { = {u, (x),Uf int Uy) :y ¢ U, ° U, (x) } 

is a two element quasi-uniform cover of X. 
  

Theorem 5.16: Let (Y,U) be a locally symmetric quasi-uniform 

space. Then the collection of all two element quasi-uniform covers 

of Y is a semi-uniformity for Y. 

Proof: Let q € Y and let V be a neighborhood of q. By Theorem 

5.14, there exists an open entourage U, in WU such that U, (q@) CV. By 
1 

in WU such U, o U, © UZ ° Lemma 4,10 there is a symmetric entourage U 2 D 
2 2 

U, (4) cu, (4). We will show that C = {U, (4), Ufint U,(y): y dU, 9 

U, Catt is a quasi~uniform open cover which satisfies Definition 5.11. 

Suppose that x € Y and that x dU, (a). Note that if z € Y and 

z EU, ° U, (4); then U, (2) CU, (q). Thus x ¢ U, ° U2 (q) and x € U, (x). 

Therefore C is an open cover of Y. Furthermore, let p € int U, (4) and 

suppose that p € V5 = U {int Uy fy) : y €U, Q Uy (4) }- Then there exists 

ay € Y such that p € int Uy) and y ¢ U, ° U, (4). But y €U,(p) < 

U, © U,(d)--a contradiction, Then ¥* = fC : q €Y and V is a neighbor- 
2 

hood q} is a semi-uniformity for Y.
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Definition 5.17: The semi-uniformity V of the preceding theorem 
  

will be called a quasi~uniform semi-uniformity. 
  

Theorem 5.18: Let (Y,V) be a locally symmetric quasi-uniform space 

and let F be a family of quasi-equicontinuous functions from a topological 

space (X,7) into (Y,Y). Then F is semi-equicontinuous with respect to 

the quasi~-uniform semi-uniformity of Y. 

Proof: Let VY* be the quasi-uniform semi-uniformity of Y, let 

y, q € Y and let U, and U, €Y. Let t € V* such that 2 = iU, (a) » 
1 2 

Ufint u(y) 7 y qu, ° U, (a) 3}. By hypothesis, for each x € X there 

exists a neighborhood N, of x such that all fEF, £(N,) Cc Uy (£(x))- 

It may be seen that Uy Cf Cx)) is contained in either u,@) or A= \U {int 

| Us) : y EU, ° Uy (4) 3. Let 2), 25 EY NU, (£(x)), so that Za, ¢ U,(@) 

and Zo ¢ A. Now if Z5 @ A, then Z EU, ° U, (@) and (43,25) EU, ° U,- 

Since (25 £(x)) EU, and (£(x)52)) CU,» z4€ U, ° U,°U, °U,(q) CU, (4) -- 

a contradication. Thus {N,. :x € X}is the desired open cover of X. 

Theorem 5.19: Let F be a family of one-to-one functions of a 

topological space (X,7) onto itself. Let Y be a locally symmetric 

quasi-uniformity on X such that fT Cm. If rot is VY-quasi-equi-
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cantinuous, then the mapping ¥ : F ~ F defined by ¥(f) = gt is con- 

tinuous relative to the topology of pointwise convergence on F and rl, 

Proof: Let V* be the quasi-uniform semi-uniformity of V. Let 

g@ €F, p €X and V € +t such that W(p,V) is a neighborhood of g7l, 

Since TC 1) there is (VV, } é€ V* such that g7l(p) CV, <V and 

X - Vy is a Ty neighborhood of g7lop). By Theorem 5.18, F lis semi- 

equicontinuous with respect to Vv". Let ube a t-open cover of X such 

that U refines {£(V,),£(V,) } for all f£ € F and let U be a member of YU 

which contains p. Then W(g74(p),v) is a neighborhood of g. Now let 

f € F such that ‘ € w(e7l¢p),u). Then £(g7!(p)) € U and since 

f(g (py) ¢ £(V,), U¢ £(V,). Hence Uc £(V,) and f-lq) cv, CV. 
L 

Consequently £71 (p) EV. 

Theorem 5.20 [16, Theorem 5]: Let F be a semigroup (under compo- 

sition) of continuous functions from a topological space X into itself. 

If the point-open topology on F is jointly continuous, then composition 

is continuous relative to the point-open topology. 

Theorem 5.21: Let (X,71) be any topological space and let G be a 

group of homeomorphisms of X onto X. Let V be any locally symmetric 

quasi-uniformity on X such that 7 Cc 1,, and G is quasi-equicontinuous 
V
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with respect to VY. Then G is a topological group under the topology 

of pointwise convergence. 

Proof: Let ¥* be quasi-uniform semi-uniformity of V. By 

hypothesis the topology of pointwise convergence on G is jointly 

continuous [Proposition 4.6]. Thus by Theorems 5.19 and 5.20, G 

is a topological group under the topology of pointwise convergence. 

We note that the following special case of Theorem 5.3 may be 

obtained from 5.21. 

Corollary 5.22: Let (X,T) be a regular space, let Y be a compati- 

ble locally symmetric quasi-uniformity and let G be a group of homeo- 

morphisms of K onto X such that G is quasi~equicontinuous with respect 

to Ue... Then G is a topological group under the topology of pointwise 

convergence,



APPENDIX 

Theorem 5.3 generalizes the classical result that an equi- 

continuous group of homeomorphisms is a topological group under the 

point open topology in that Theorem 5.3 is applicable to Ro spaces 

whereas the classical result only obtains in uniformizable (i.e. 

completely regular) spaces. In this appendix we give an example of 

an R, space that is not regular whose homeomorphism group under the 

point-open topology contains, for each positive prime p, an isomorphic 

copy of Ey at 25 - Indeed these subgroups may be considered as topo- 

i 

logical vector spaces over zy: 

This example shows that the homeomorphism group of an Ro Space that 

is not regular may possess interesting quasi-equicontinuous subgroups. 

Our last example shows that the homeomorphism group of a compact metriz- 

able space may have subgroups that are quasi-equicontinuous relative to 

a locally symmetric quasi-uniformity which is not a uniformity. 

Example 6.1: For each positive prime p let Cy denote the direct 

sum of countably many copies of 2 and let zt denote the set of all 

positive integers. There is a compact qT topology on zt such that the 

homeomorphism group of (2* | +) under the topology of pointwise convergence 

contains a metrizable nondiscrete subgroup Gy for each positive prime 

p. Furthermore, for each positive prime p, Cy is a topological vector 
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space under the relative topology with respect to the topology of 

pointwise convergence. 

Construction: Let tT be the collection of all subsets A of gt 

such that either 1 ¢A and 2 € A or A contains all but finitely many 

elements of zr, Then (2*, 2) is compact and T, and hence Ro» but (z*, 1) 
1 

is not regular. Throughout this section we will let P denote the 

. : . . + 
Pervin quasi-uniformity on (Z ,1). 

Let P be a positive prime number and let n be any positive integer 

such that n > 2. We define a sub-family F of H(z") inductively in 

the following manner: 

£, i) 1, isnori2n¢4+P; 

if fi) = itl, nsisn+P- 2; 

£ (a +P- 1) =n; 

fie (YD = (i), i<n+kP or i 2n+t (k + L)P; 

£ 1 = 1 7 ~ * Fg YD itl, n+kPsisn+ (kK+1)P - 2; 

Fy + (k + 1)P - 1) = n+ kP. 

Let Gy denote the homeomorphism group generated by if, Wer: The 

following sequence of propositions are sufficient to establish the 

desired properties of Gps
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Proposition 6.2: The group G, is quasi-equicontinuous on gt with 

respect to P. 

Proof: It is sufficient to show that Gy is quasi-equicontinuous 

with respect to subbasic entourages in P..We first prove that G,, is equi- 

; + + 
continuous at l. Let A € tr and B= AXA U(Z - A) XZ EP. If 

1 ¢ A, then for any neighborhood N of 1 and any h € G,? h(W)c 

+ 

BCh(1)) = BCL) = zt, Suppose that 1 € A. Let F=2Z - A; by hypothesis, 

EF il [XpoeeeaX, je Let s = sup{x, Joy and let m= s +p. Then 

Ne=fy:iyeé z* and y >m}U {lL} is the desired neighborhood of 1, 

since for all h € Go h(N) CA. Similarly, it may be seen that G is 

quasi-equicontinuous at 2. If x € zt and x # 1,2 then {x} is open and 

for all h € G, h(x) € Bth(x)). 

Note that (G,,¥lG,) is nondiscrete, 

Proposition 6.3: (6, ,U\e,) is metrizable. 

  

Proof: It is not difficult to see that the identity of Gy has 

a countable base, 

For f, g € G, we define f o g = £ + g and let O be the identity 

function.
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Lemma 6.4: G, is a module over Z5° 

Proof: Let i,j € 2 and let h,g € Cy then, 

(a) (it j)g = ig + jg, 

(b) i(g +h) = ig + ih, 

(c) i(jg) = iis, 

(d) lg = g. 

a 

Proposition 6.5: GC, = © a Ze 

Proof: It suffices to show that {fJeer is linearly independent 

over the field oy (22, p. 85, Corollary 1]. Suppose that {f, Jey is 

linearly dependent over the field 24° Then there is a finite sub- 

collection {f,}°_, of {£.}' , and a finite subset {a,}' | of Z_ such 
j-j=l i -i=1 j -j=l1 Pp 

that viel a; f = 0 and at least one a #0. Let w=sup{j:l<j <n 

and a, #0}. Let me z* such that n + p(w - 1) <m <n+ pw. Then 

a, £,(m) = m if and only if j # w. Consequently veel a, £, # 0-- 

a contradiction, 

Proposition 6.6: The map 2, Xx Ci 7G> defined by (i,g)-ig, is 

continuous with respect to the discrete topology on Zo and the topology 

of pointwise convergence on G.°
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Proof: Let i € Z., and f; € {f, Yer To show continuity of the 

map (i,g)-ig, it is sufficient to show continuity at the points 

(i5f 5). Suppose that i # 0. Then for each xe zt, if, (x) = x if and 

only if £ Os) =x. Let x € ze and A € t Suppose that W(x,A) is a 

neighborhood of if, and that £ (x) # x. It is not difficult to see 

that f, € W(x, {x + 1} and that for each g € G,, AW, {x + 1}, 

g € W(x,A). Now suppose that £() = x and that x # 1,2. Then 

W(x, {x}) is the desired neighborhood of fi. If x = 1,2, then W(x,A) 

is itself the desired neighborhood of ao 

Example 6.7: A quasi-uniform space (X,U) which is weakly locally 

symmetric, but which is not a uniform space. Furthermore, 7, is 
u 

compact and metrizable, and for each positive prime p, there exists 

» a topological group H_ C H(X) such that H_ = = Zz 
P p i=l Pp, 

Construction: Let X = {0,1/2,1/3,...,1/n,...}. For ¢70 

let Boe {(x,y) : y 2x and y - x < e] and = {B. >: ¢ 70} It is 

not difficult to see that p generates the required quasi-uniformity.
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LOCAL PROPERTIES OF TRANSITIVE QUASI-UNIFORM SPACES 

by 

Massood Seyedin 

(ABSTRACT) 

If (X,7) is a topological space, then a quasi-uniformity U on 

X is compatible with Tt if the quasi-uniform topology, 1 7 T 

paper is concerned with local properties of quasi-uniformities on a 

This 

set X that are compatible with a given topology on X. 

Chapter II is devoted to the construction of Hausdorff completions 

of transitive quasi-uniform spaces that are members of the Pervin quasi- 

proximity class. 

Chapter III discusses locally complete, locally precompact, locally 

symmetric and locally transitive quasi-uniform spaces. 

Chapter IV is devoted to function spaces of quasi-uniform spaces, 

Chapter V and the Appendix are concerned with the topological 

homeomorphism groups of quasi-uniform spaces.


